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Ease anxiety when leaving pets at home with a pet monitoring device 

 
Spending more time at home with pets has 

been one of the few benefits of social 

distancing measures enforced due to 

coronavirus. Australians are known to hold 

one of the highest rates of pet ownership, 

and this has only increased due to the 

coronavirus, with RSPCA NSW already 

seeing a 30% increase in pet adoption 

compared to 2019. 1  However, as 

restrictions lift and pet owners return to 

work, they may experience guilt about 

leaving their pets home alone. The Uniden App Cam Solo+ and App Cam Solo PT are perfect monitoring 

solutions that will ease the stress of wondering what pets are up to at home, allowing owners to stay 

connected throughout the day.  

 

Setting up the home 

Whether it’s an inquisitive interest or checking for misbehaviour, the App Cam 

Solo+ and App Cam Solo PT allow users to monitor their pets’ activity. Both 

are wire-free security camera solutions, and easy to install as they do not 

require any cables or access to a power source. The App Cam Solo+ can be 

placed in different zones of the home depending on where the pet spends 

most of its time. The App Cam Solo PT is an ideal solution for pets kept in the 

backyard, with an ultra-wide viewing angle, as well as 355-degree pan and 

140-degree tilt design, providing greater flexibility when installing and 

positioning around the home.  

 

Keep watch from anywhere 

Footage of furry and feathe red friends is recorded and viewed in Full HD 1080p and can be accessed from 

anywhere in the world via the dedicated Uniden app. With optional app push notifications when motion or 

sound is detected, users can be reassured their pets are safe and sound while at work or on holiday.    Both 

cameras offer two-way talk in real time, so pets can be disciplined remotely if they are caught on camera 

chewing cables, scratching the couch, barking or digging holes in the yard.   

 
1 https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2020/04/rspca-nsw-online-animal-adoption-process/ 

https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2020/04/rspca-nsw-online-animal-adoption-process/


 

 

Flexible and compatible 

Footage can be stored directly to SD card or 

the Uniden Cloud ensuring important, funny or 

cute moments are captured and available to 

replay. Pet owners can also access images 

remotely for sharing via smart devices or social 

media. The App Cam Solo+ and App Cam 

Solo PT are compatible with Alexa and Google 

Assistant, allowing pet owners to view footage 

using voice control, ready to be replayed and 

enjoyed on a smart TV, phone or tablet.  

 

Outdoor monitoring  

The App Cam Solo+ is both an indoor and outdoor camera, 

so pet owners ca n set up monitoring wherever their pet 

spends the most time. It’s also possible to have multiple 

cameras accessible via one central app, with twin, triple and 

quad packs available. The App Cam Solo PT is a 

weatherproof, outdoor-only camera, perfect for watching 

over large backyards. The camera can be moved remotely 

via the Uniden app to cover all angles. One camera can keep 

watch over the entire backyard, removing the need to use 

multiple cameras. Starlight Night Vision delivers night vision 

footage with a clear image, ideal for checking on sleeping pets. 

 

7 days free cloud backup 

All products in the App Cam Solo range come with seven days of free cloud backup for the life of the product, 

including up to 1GB of storage, with the option of upgrading to a higher plan if required. 

 

Uniden App Cam Solo+ single RRP $279.95 

Uniden App Cam Solo PT Kit (includes solar panel) RRP $369.95    

 

For customer enquiries phone Uniden on 1300 366 895 or visit www.uniden.com.au  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/uniden  

Twitter: www.twitter.com/unidenaustralia 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/unidenaustralia  
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